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Abstract

Information Retrieval systems traditionally rely on textual keywords to index and retrieve documents. Keyword-based retrieval may return inaccurate and incomplete results when different keywords are used to describe the same human concept in the documents and in the queries. Furthermore, the relationship between those keywords may be semantic rather than syntactic, and capturing it thus requires access to comprehensive human world knowledge. Concept-based retrieval methods have attempted to tackle these difficulties by using manually-built thesauri, by relying on term co-occurrence data, or by extracting latent word relationships and concepts from a corpus. In this paper we introduce a new concept-based retrieval method that is based on Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA). ESA is a recently proposed representation method that can augment the keyword-based representation with concept-based features, automatically extracted from massive human knowledge resources such as Wikipedia. We have found that high-quality feature selection is required to make the retrieval more focused. However, due to the lack of labeled data, traditional statistical filtering methods cannot be used. We introduce several selection methods that use self-generated labeled training data. The resulting system is evaluated on TREC data, showing superior performance over previous state-of-the-art results.
Abbreviations and Notations

\begin{itemize}
\item \textit{IR} — Information Retrieval
\item \textit{ESA} — Explicit Semantic Analysis
\item \textit{BOW} — Bag of Words
\item \textit{TC} — Text Categorization
\item \textit{TF} — Term Frequency
\item \textit{MAP} — Mean Average Precision
\item \textit{FS} — Feature Selection
\item \textit{PRF} — Pseudo-Relevance Feedback
\item \textit{IG} — Information Gain
\item \textit{IIG} — Incremental Information Gain
\item \textit{RV} — Rocchio’s Vector
\end{itemize}
Chapter 1

Introduction

Information Retrieval (IR) systems are concerned with providing the most relevant documents to a user’s query. With early IR systems used mainly by retrieval experts, initial IR methodology was based on keywords manually assigned to documents, and on complicated Boolean queries. As automatic indexing and natural language queries gained popularity in the 1970s, IR systems became increasingly more accessible to non-expert users. Documents were indexed by automatically considering all terms in them as independent keywords, in what is known as the Bag-of-Words (BOW) representation, and query formatting was simplified to a short natural language formulation. However, even as the keywords became “noisier,” the basic methodology for indexing them remained unchanged. Thus, these non-expert users were increasingly faced with what was described as “the vocabulary problem” [15]. The keywords chosen by the users were often different from those used by the authors of the relevant documents, lowering the systems’ recall rates. In other cases, the contextual differences between ambiguous keywords were overlooked by the BOW approach, reducing the precision of the results. These two problems are commonly referred to as synonymy and polysemy, respectively.

IR researchers attempted to resolve the synonymy problem by expanding the original query with synonyms of query keywords [52]. However, the relationship between the keywords chosen by the users and those used by the authors often extends beyond simple synonymy. Consider the short query “Estonia economy,” an actual query (#434) in the TREC-8 Adhoc test collection [55]. A relevant document may discuss announcements by the
ministry of trade in Tallinn (the Estonian capital), with no mention of any direct synonym of any of the query keywords.

To handle such problems, new query expansion methods that rely on corpus-based evidence were suggested. For example, [57] suggested identifying terms that co-occur with query keywords in the top-ranked documents for the query, to be used as expansion terms that are more broadly related to the query (such as “trade” and “Tallinn,” in this example). Such approaches showed significant improvement, but require manual tuning in order not to adversely affect performance: too few expansion terms may have no impact, and too many will cause a query drift [37].

For tackling polysemy, the main proposed method was to apply automatic word sense disambiguation algorithms to the documents and query. Disambiguation methods use resource such as the Wordnet thesaurus [51] or co-occurrence data [45] to find the possible senses of a word and map word occurrences to the correct sense. These disambiguated senses are then used in indexing and in query processing, so that only documents that match the correct sense are retrieved. The inaccuracy of automatic disambiguation is the main obstacle in achieving significant improvement using these methods, as incorrect disambiguation is likely to harm performance rather than merely not improve it.

Concept-based information retrieval is an alternative IR approach that aims to tackle these problems differently. Concept-based IR represents both documents and queries using semantic concepts, instead of (or in addition to) keywords, and performs retrieval in that concept space. This approach holds the promise that representing documents and queries using high-level concepts will result in a retrieval model that is less dependent on the specific terms used. Such a model could yield matches even when the same notion is described by different terms in the query and target documents, thus alleviating the synonymy problem and increasing recall. Similarly, if the correct concepts are chosen for ambiguous words appearing in the query and in the documents, non-relevant documents that were retrieved with the BOW approach could be eliminated from the results, thus alleviating the polysemy problem and increasing precision.

Existing concept-based methods can be characterized by the following three parameters:

1. Concept representation – the “language” the concepts are based on.
Explicit real-life concepts [51, 19] better lend themselves to human interpretation and reasoning than do implicit or latent concepts [10, 25, 59]. However, sufficient coverage and granularity are major challenges.

2. Mapping method – the mechanism that maps natural language texts to these concepts. The most accurate mechanism would likely be manual, building a hand-crafted ontology of concepts with a list of words to be assigned to each [35], but such an approach involves huge effort and complexity. The mapping can also be automatic, using machine learning [19], though that would usually imply less accurate mapping.

3. Use in IR – the stages in which the concepts are used. Concepts would be best used throughout the entire process, in both indexing and retrieval stages [20]. A simpler but less accurate solution would apply concept analysis in one stage only, as in concept-based query expansion [40].

Of all the approaches suggested so far for concept-based IR, none offers an optimal combination of the above choices. An ideal approach would use explicit semantic concept representation, with no limits on domain coverage or conceptual granularity, would support a fully-automatic mechanism for mapping texts onto those concepts, would be computationally feasible even for very large corpora, and would integrate concept-based processing in both indexing and retrieval stages.

In this paper we propose a novel concept-based IR approach that meets all of the above requirements, using Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA). The concepts used are taken from a very comprehensive, human-defined ontology of explicit concepts. Text analysis methods are used to automatically and efficiently extract these concepts and represent any document or query text using them. Finally, the proposed system builds upon existing IR methodology and integrates concepts into both document indexing and retrieval, using standard data structures and ranking methods.

We show that a naive implementation of IR using these concepts is insufficient, due to the concepts’ inherent noisy nature. We address these difficulties by embedding feature selection methods into the retrieval process, and we further improve the results by combining the concept-based results with those of keyword-based retrieval. We evaluate the proposed system on TREC datasets to show significant improvement in performance.
compared both with our own baseline and with published results of other state-of-the-art systems.

Our main contributions in this work are threefold: a framework for using the ESA representation method in information retrieval, a method for integrating feature selection into the concept-based IR task, and three selection methods that are based on common AI methods and shown to be beneficial for the task at hand.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background on ESA. Sections 3 to 5 describe the proposed concept-based algorithms and empirical evaluation results. Section 6 surveys related work on concept-based IR, and Section 7 concludes the paper.
Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA)

Explicit Semantic Analysis, or ESA [17], is a recently proposed method for semantic representation of general-domain natural language texts. ESA represents meaning in a high-dimensional space of concepts, automatically derived from large-scale human-built repositories such as Wikipedia\(^1\). Since it was first proposed, ESA has been successfully applied to text categorization [17, 21, 7], semantic relatedness calculation [18, 22], cross-language information retrieval [39, 49], and concept-based information retrieval [12].

In Wikipedia-based ESA, the semantics of a given word are described by a vector storing the word’s association strengths to Wikipedia-derived concepts. A concept is generated from a single Wikipedia article, and is represented as a vector of words that occur in this article weighted by their tf.idf score. Once these concept vectors are generated, an inverted index is created to map back from each word to the concepts it is associated with. Thus, each word appearing in the Wikipedia corpus can be seen as triggering each of the concepts it points to in the inverted index, with the attached weight representing the degree of association between that word and the concept. The process is illustrated in Figure 2.1.

With this resource in hand, any input word to a text processing task can now be semantically represented as a sparse vector in the high-dimensional space of Wikipedia concepts. Larger text fragments are represented as a

\(^1\)http://www.wikipedia.org
Figure 2.1: Generation of an ESA model from Wikipedia articles. The articles and words in them are processed to build a weighted inverted index, representing each word as a vector in the space of all Wikipedia concepts (articles).

Concept vector that is a combination of the separate vectors of its individual terms, and ESA operations can then be carried out by manipulating these vectors. For example, computing semantic relatedness between two texts can be reduced to generating the ESA concept vectors for each of them, and then calculating their cosine similarity.

To illustrate the nature of ESA concepts, we show the top concepts generated by our ESA implementation for two short news clip fragment:

- **Text:** “A group of European-led astronomers has made a photograph of what appears to be a planet orbiting another star. If so, it would be the first confirmed picture of a world beyond our solar system.”

  **Top generated concepts:** (1) Planet; (2) Planetary orbit; (3) Solar system; (4) Extrasolar planet; (5) Jupiter; (6) Astronomy; (7) Definition of planet; (8) Pluto; (9) Minor planet; (10) PSR 1257+12

  All concepts are highly relevant and describe or relate to the subject of the text, with the fourth concept (Extrasolar planet) being the exact topic, despite the fact that these words were not explicitly mentioned in the text. PSR 1257+12 is the name of a pulsar around which the first extrasolar planets were discovered orbiting.

- **Text:** “New Jaguar model unveiled by firm”
Top generated concepts: (1) Jaguar XJ; (2) Jaguar (car); (3) Ford Motor Company; (4) Jaguar XK; (5) Land Rover Range Rover; (6) Jaguar S-Type; (7) Jaguar X-Type; (8) Nissan Micra; (9) V8 engine; (10) Jaguar E-type

This example demonstrates the disambiguation power of ESA, as the top concepts all refer to Jaguar the car maker rather than to the namesake animal or American football team. Despite the text containing no explicit car-related terms, words such as “model” and “unveil” were more related to the industry meaning and helped trigger the correct concepts. The concepts generated also hint at rich world knowledge, such as the business relations to Ford Motor Company and Land Rover Range Rover and the use of a V8 Engine on Jaguar models. The Nissan Micra concept was triggered by a Micra variant that was inspired by a Jaguar model.

The use of a knowledge repository as large and diverse as Wikipedia creates a powerful concept ontology, well suited for concept-based IR. First, Wikipedia’s broad coverage of a huge range of topics, coupled with automatic ontology-building, yields a highly fine-grained ontology. Second, the language coverage of the inverted index, mapping from a massive aggregation of natural language terms (the entire Wikipedia corpus) to the concepts in which they occur, produces a powerful classifier to automatically map any given text fragment to this concept ontology. Finally, the use of a semantics-based ontology such as Wikipedia’s, or in another implementation the Open Directory Project [16], generates meaningful and human-readable concepts that can provide additional reasoning for the researcher and for system users.
Chapter 3

ESA-Based Retrieval

Given the described advantages of ESA as a semantic representation and its demonstrated success in other text analysis tasks, it appears well suited for building a successful concept-based IR model. In this section we introduce our first algorithm for concept-based IR using ESA representation. The algorithm maps documents and queries to the Wikipedia-ESA concept space, and performs indexing and retrieval in that space. We then evaluate the algorithm’s performance on TREC datasets. We show that combining concept-based relevancy of documents with that of passages in these documents, performs best for ESA-based retrieval. We also find that the quality of generated concepts is lower than expected, and analyze the potential causes and remedies to be applied in the next section.

3.1 ESA Concept-Based Indexing

We use ESA to map each document in the corpus to a weighted vector of concepts. Like BOW vectors, concept-based vectors are also sparse, with concept weights being zero for most of the Wikipedia concepts. Nevertheless, given that each word in the document to be indexed may still be related to a large number of concepts, and that a document containing a collection of words is likely to be related to an even larger number, indexing the entire list of related concepts for every document is not feasible. We therefore use only the concepts with the highest weights (association scores). In a sorted representation of the vector, this subset of concepts is simply its prefix.
Long documents are more difficult to map in full into the ESA concept space. A small part of a long document might be relevant to the current query, but the semantics of this part may be underrepresented in the concepts vector for the full document. A similar problem exists also in BOW approaches, where the term frequency (TF) measure must be normalized [48] to account for documents of different lengths. However, for concept-based retrieval the challenge is even greater: because of the averaging effect of the representation of longer text fragments and the practical need to use only a small subset of the representation concepts, the concepts of the relevant section might be pruned out of the indexed vector.

Previous research using BOW representation has shown that breaking long documents into shorter passages can improve document retrieval [5], with the ranking of passages viewed as evidence to the relevance of their source documents. Furthermore, it has been shown that fixed-length passages yield better results than passages based on syntactic or semantic segmentation [5, 28]. We therefore suggest a similar approach, breaking documents into length-based overlapping passages and representing each passage separately by its own generated set of concepts. We expect such an approach to achieve better results, in particular with long documents that cover several themes.

Note that while [17] also split documents into sentence and paragraph contexts in applying ESA to text categorization, they eventually combined the concepts of these sub-contexts into a single unified representation. In our approach, each passage is indexed and may be retrieved as a stand-alone unit of information. Thus, a passage is ranked separately as an independent indicator of its original document’s relevance.

We now have, for any document to be indexed, a set of passages and a concept vector representation for each. We index these concepts in a standard IR inverted index, using the concepts’ unique identifiers as tokens. The score associated with each concept in the vector is used as the token weight, equivalent to term frequency in standard text indexing. The pseudocode for the above indexing algorithm is described in Figure 3.1.
# Index corpus $\mathcal{D}$ using ESA concepts; trim ESA vector to the $s$
# first concepts, segment documents to passages of length $l$

**Procedure** ESA-INDEXING($\mathcal{D}, s, l$)

Foreach $d \in \mathcal{D}$

$$\vec{F}_d \leftarrow \text{ESA}(d, s)$$

Foreach $\langle c_i, w_i \rangle \in \vec{F}_d$

add $\langle d, w_i \rangle$ to InvIndex[$c_i$]

$\mathcal{P}_d \leftarrow \text{DIVIDE-INTO-PASSAGES}(d, l)$

Foreach $p \in \mathcal{P}_d$

$$\vec{F}_p \leftarrow \text{ESA}(p, s)$$

Foreach $\langle c_i, w_i \rangle \in \vec{F}_p$

add $\langle p, w_i \rangle$ to InvIndex[$c_i$]

---

**3.2 ESA-Based Retrieval Algorithm**

Upon receiving a query, our algorithm first converts it to an ESA concept vector. The representation method is identical to the one by which documents and passages are represented at index time. Having indexed full documents and passages, we now have to choose how these two types of evidence are to be combined for ranking. Following [5], we retrieve both sets of results and sum each document’s full score with the score of the best performing passage in it$^1$. The documents are then sorted by this combined score and the top scoring documents are output, as described$^2$ in Figure 3.2.

The retrieval algorithm has a single parameter $s$ controlling the cutoff (as described in the previous section) of the query concept vector. The value for $s$ may be chosen to be the same as that in the indexing process, but not necessarily. Indexing the entire corpus with large cutoff values would incur significant storage and computation costs, and is therefore not

---

$^1$We also experimented with assigning different weights to these two summed scores but found no improvement in doing so

$^2$In practice, the retrieval process is optimized to not iterate on all indexed documents; hence this combination is performed only for the top ranking documents (the top 1000 in our case), but the principle is similar.
Retrieve ESA concept-based results for query \( \vec{q} \), cutoff concept vector at \( s \)

**Procedure** ESA-Retrieval\((\vec{q}, s)\)

\[
\vec{F}_q \leftarrow ESA(\vec{q}, s)
\]

**Return** DocsPass-Retrieve\((\vec{F}_q)\)

Retrieve results for query \( \vec{q} \) from the combined index.

**InvIndex-Score()** stands for the standard inverted index function that scores a document’s match to a query

**Procedure** DocsPass-Retrieve\((\vec{q})\)

Foreach \( d \in D \)

\[
W_d \leftarrow InvIndex-Score(\vec{q}, d)
\]

Foreach \( p \in\) passages\((d)\)

\[
W_p \leftarrow InvIndex-Score(\vec{q}, p)
\]

\[
W'_d \leftarrow W_d + \max W_p
\]

**Return** ranked list according to \( W'_d \)

Figure 3.2: ESA-based retrieval

feasible. The query representation, on the other hand, being derived from a much shorter text fragment and incurring no such costs, could benefit from a finer representation, using a higher value for \( s \).

### 3.3 Empirical Evaluation

In order to evaluate the usefulness of ESA concept-based retrieval, we carried out a set of experiments.

#### 3.3.1 Implementation

We used Xapian\(^3\), an open source probabilistic IR library, as the basis for our experimental platform. Document keywords and concepts were indexed in a Xapian inverted index. In addition, Xapian’s implementation of the popular Okapi BM25 ranking formula [42] served as a BOW baseline. Most of the experiments used the TREC-8 Adhoc [55] and the TREC Robust 2004

---

\(^3\)http://xapian.org/
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datasets. The TREC-8 dataset consists of 528,000 documents (mostly newswire) and 50 topics (information-need descriptions, to be transformed into queries), and the Robust-04 dataset uses the same document collection with a different set of 49 topics. We used only the short ("title") queries in TREC topics, since these short (1-3 words) queries better represent common real-life queries, in particular on the Web [2], and since short texts stand best to benefit from conceptual representation [38]. We use the Mean Average Precision (MAP) evaluation measure, commonly used by TREC participants [55], which combines precision and recall while assigning higher importance to the higher-ranking relevant documents.

Documents and passages were stemmed, stopped and indexed by their BOW representation, to serve as the keyword baseline index. Then, ESA-based representations were created and indexed separately as described in Figure 3.1. Passages were set to be fixed-size overlapping segments, shown to be most effective by [28], with passage size set to 50 words. We also tried to use longer passages (200 words) but this proved to be less effective.

The ESA implementation used in our experiments is as described in [17], with ESA vector cutoff in the indexing stage (s in Figures 3.1 and 3.2) set to 50 concepts for practical reasons (index size).

### 3.3.2 Results

Figure 3.3 shows the performance (MAP) of our ESA-based retrieval algorithm for various parameter values. To assess the impact of the concept vector truncation, we measured performance for varying values of s (the ESA vector cutoff level) in the query vector. In addition, to validate the added value of combining documents and passages scores, we compared performance of the combined score to that of documents and passages alone.

As Figure 3.3 clearly shows, passage context outperforms document context significantly, but the best results are achieved when both are combined, an outcome that is consistent with previous IR findings for BOW representations [8]. We will be using the combined documents+passages scoring from here onwards.

Results for increasing values of s indicate that merely adding lower-
ranking concepts in the ESA vector does not improve retrieval. Not only does the precision-oriented MAP score decrease as concepts are added, but the absolute recall (measured in the top 1000 retrieved documents) decreases as well. This finding suggests that some of the generated concepts may be detrimental, and that successful application of ESA to IR may require further selection of the concepts initially generated for the query. We will revisit this hypothesis later on.

However, even when choosing the best performing parameter values, ESA-based retrieval (MAP of 0.1760) is significantly inferior to that of our BOW baseline (MAP of 0.2481). Considering the superior results obtained when ESA-based representation was applied to previous text analysis applications ([17, 18]), this result is quite surprising. In the following subsection, we conduct a qualitative analysis of specific retrieval cases in order to better understand the causes of this inferior retrieval and to suggest ways to remedy them.

### 3.3.3 Qualitative Analysis

The results shows that ESA-based retrieval can indeed, as expected, identify relevant documents even when these do not include query terms or their simple synonyms. Let us consider TREC query 411 (“salvaging shipwreck treasure”). The following short relevant document was retrieved by the ESA-based method but not by the BOW baseline:
“ANCIENT ARTIFACTS FOUND. Divers have recovered artifacts lying underwater for more than 2,000 years in the wreck of a Roman ship that sank in the Gulf of Baratti, 12 miles off the island of Elba, newspapers reported Saturday.”

The top 10 concepts generated for this document were:

- Scuba diving
- Wreck diving
- RMS Titanic
- USS Hoel (DD-533)
- Shipwreck
- Underwater archaeology
- USS Maine (ACR-1)
- Maritime archaeology
- Tomb Raider II
- USS Meade (DD-602)

whereas the query’s top 10 concepts were:

- Shipwreck
- Treasure
- Maritime archaeology
- Marine salvage
- History of the British Virgin Islands
- Wrecking (shipwreck)
- Key West, Florida
- Flotsam and jetsam
- Wreck diving
- Spanish treasure fleet

With 3 matches in the top-10 concepts (and more in lower positions), the ESA-based method was capable of retrieving this relevant document as its third ranked result, despite the fact that not one of the query terms appears in the document’s text.

Let us now examine a contrary example, where concept-based retrieval returned a non-relevant document, one that was not returned by the BOW baseline. We revisit query 434 (“Estonia economy”), for which the following short document was retrieved using the concept-based method:
“Olympic News In Brief: Cycling win for Estonia. Erika Salumae won Estonia's first Olympic gold when retaining the women’s cycling individual sprint title she won four years ago in Seoul as a Soviet athlete.”

Although this document is Estonia-related, it concerns not economy but sports. The document’s top 10 concepts were:
- Estonia at the 2000 Summer Olympics
- Estonia at the 2004 Summer Olympics
- 2006 Commonwealth Games
- Estonia at the 2006 Winter Olympics
- 1992 Summer Olympics
- Athletics at the 2004 Summer Olympics - Women’s Marathon
- 2000 Summer Olympics
- 2006 Winter Olympics
- Cross-country skiing at the 2006 Winter Olympics
- New Zealand at the 2006 Winter Olympics

The concepts seem quite relevant, discussing Estonia and various Olympics-related themes. Now let us examine the query’s top 10 concepts:
- Estonia
- Economy of Estonia
- Estonia at the 2000 Summer Olympics
- Estonia at the 2004 Summer Olympics
- Estonia national football team
- Estonia at the 2006 Winter Olympics
- Baltic Sea
- Eurozone
- Tiit Vähi
- Military of Estonia

Technically, this document was correctly retrieved by the system, with three of the top concepts shared between query and document. But why were these sports-related concepts generated for this query, despite the query’s bearing no relation whatsoever to sports?

The Wikipedia articles from which these sports-related concepts were derived contain no mention of the word “economy,” but do contain many
instances of the word “Estonia.” Thus, the tf.idf score used to compute the weight for the word “Estonia” in these sports-related concepts was very high. Hence, even when the query contains other words (such as “economy”) for which the weight of these sports-related concepts is very low, the ESA vector for the entire query still assigns them a high weight. As a result, Estonian sports-related documents are ranked too high and are incorrectly retrieved by the system, degrading overall performance. The query concept vector does include concepts related to Estonia’s economy, such as Economy of Estonia, Tiit Vähi (Estonia’s prime minister during the country’s major economic transformation period) and Eurozone, but these are not effective in removing the non-relevant sports results. In this respect, the effect is similar to that of query drift [37] that is caused by excessive text-based query expansion.

Our observation, then, is that since the ESA classifier is created from a noisy unstructured information source, and one that is different from the target corpus, the initial concept vector might carry noise and ambiguities. To counter such problems, we hypothesized that the concept vector should first be tuned to better fit the corpus it is querying. This is similar to the idea that a corpus-based similarity thesaurus [40] is better than a general purpose one.

An ESA vector has two candidates for such tuning – the subset of concepts and the weights assigned to them. To check whether tuning should be performed for both of them, we ran the same tests as before, but with all query concept weights set to a uniform value. We found that this change hardly made any difference in performance, and this conclusion was also verified in similar tests in later experiments. Thus, we conclude that tuning the original concepts is useful only when altering the set of concepts to be used. We will focus on this in the next section.
Chapter 4

Selective ESA-Based Retrieval

We have shown that the basic ESA concept-based representation of a query or a document may be ambiguous and noisy, requiring tuning before it can be used efficiently. Before we propose tuning methods, we must decide where in the retrieval process the tuning should be applied. As the concept-based representation is used in both the document indexing and query processing stages, it would seem reasonable to suggest that tuning should also be done in both.

We chose, however, to focus on the query processing stage only. The main reason was that queries are much shorter than documents or even passages. For a longer text fragment, the generated concepts reinforce the main topics in the text and noise is restricted, whereas fragments such as short queries (typically 2-3 words in TREC Adhoc datasets) generate concepts that still contain much noise. In addition, tuning a document’s representation during the indexing phase is problematic because it lacks the context provided by a given query, and a certain feature may be considered noise for one query but informative for another. Finally, changes in indexing parameters require reindexing, incurring extensive experimentation costs.
4.1 Feature Selection using Pseudo-Relevance Feedback

When ESA was applied to the text categorization task [17], it was vulnerable to the same problems we have just described. Nevertheless, the researchers overcame these problems by employing aggressive feature selection (FS). FS methods use labeled training examples to evaluate the utility of candidate features [23]. In text categorization, these examples are provided as part of the task data. In contrast, the IR task inherently lacks any labeled training data; hence applying FS to information retrieval will require finding an alternative method of evaluating the utility of features (concepts in our case).

For this purpose, we note that there exists also a supervised version of IR, called relevance feedback [43], where the user provides relevance judgments on an initial set of retrieved results. This feedback is then used to reformulate the query and retrieve an improved set of results. Relevance feedback can be extended to the unsupervised case, by assuming that the top ranked results (documents or passages) in the initial retrieved results are relevant [44]. This method is commonly referred to as pseudo-relevance feedback (PRF).

Inspired by PRF, we decided to use the results of keyword-based retrieval as a source for evaluation in our FS process. Our updated retrieval method will thus become two-phased, first performing keyword-based retrieval, then using its results to tune the query concepts and perform concept-based retrieval.

Next, we had to decide which subsets of the results are to be used. Most of the work on PRF used the top ranked documents or passages [42, 57] as pseudo-relevant documents (or positive examples). Some researchers chose to include also pseudo-non-relevant documents (or negative examples), by using the bottom-ranked documents [26]. We chose to use both positive and negative examples, as the initial query representation includes irrelevant concepts to be removed (for which we believe negative examples will be useful), in addition to missing relevant concepts (for which the positive examples alone are sufficient).

One may argue that, for the purpose of negative examples, randomly selected documents may make a better choice, in particular for queries with
many relevant documents. [47] analyzed a similar claim, when suggesting which documents should be used as non-relevant ones for learning a query profile for information filtering. They showed that sampling non-relevant documents from the “query zone” (meaning the set of non-relevant documents that are similar enough to the query) is better than sampling from the entire corpus (minus the relevant documents) when it comes to choosing features that are strong indicators of relevance.

Like the findings of [47], our early findings showed that using the bottom-ranking documents (a “query zone” equivalent) as non-relevant examples produced better results than using random documents. We also found early in our experimentation that keyword-based passages significantly outperformed full documents. This can be explained by the more coherent concepts produced by concise passages, similar to our findings in Section 3.3.2.

Following these findings, our algorithm will be using the top ranking keyword-based passages as positive examples, and the bottom ranking passages as negative examples. The next section will describe an algorithm for ESA-based retrieval that uses these pseudo-relevant examples to tune and select the query features.

### 4.2 Selective ESA-Based Retrieval Algorithm

Now that we have decided on a framework for evaluating features, let us describe the integration of FS into the general ESA-based retrieval algorithm. Since we chose to perform FS only on the query representation, the indexing algorithm is unchanged and remains as described in Figure 3.1, and we shall now elaborate on the revised retrieval algorithm, provided in Figure 4.1.

First, as in the non-selective algorithm, the textual query $\vec{q}$ is represented by an ESA concept vector $\vec{F}_q$. Then, the first $n$ results ranked by keyword-based retrieval for $\vec{q}$ are fetched. The top $k$ of these ($k \ll n$) are tagged as pseudo-relevant, or positive examples, and the bottom $k$ are tagged as pseudo-non-relevant, or negative examples. Feature selection is then applied to these examples in order to select the best performing concepts in $\vec{F}_q$, resulting in a modified ESA vector $\vec{F}'_q$. Finally, concept-based retrieval is performed using $\vec{F}'_q$ and results are returned. The entire process is illustrated in Figure 4.2.

Given this generic algorithm and information on positive and negative
Retrieve ESA concept-based results for query $\vec{q}$, cutoff concept vector at $s$; 
select initial concepts based on $k$ pseudo-relevant examples, taken from BOW retrieval of depth $n$, to keep only fraction $\theta$ from initial set (where applicable)

**Procedure** Selective-ESA-Retrieval($\vec{q}, s, k, n, \theta$)

$\vec{F}_q \leftarrow$ ESA($\vec{q}, s$)

$\langle d_1, .., d_n \rangle \leftarrow$ BOW-Retrieval($\vec{q}, n$)  # ordered by relevance

$D_r \leftarrow \langle d_1, .., d_k \rangle$

$D_{nr} \leftarrow \langle d_{n-k+1}, .., d_n \rangle$

$\vec{F}_q' \leftarrow$ Features-Select($\vec{F}_q, D_r, D_{nr}, \theta$)

**Return** DocsPass-Retrieve($\vec{F}_q'$)

![Figure 4.1: Selective ESA-based retrieval](image)

examples, several actual FS methods can be suggested to implement the generic Features-Select() step in the algorithm. In the following subsections we propose and experiment with three such FS methods.

### 4.2.1 Feature Selection using Information Gain

The first FS method uses each feature’s *individual* utility to select a subset of the initial concept-based representation. This utility is measured by the information gained in separating the set of positive and negative examples [41]. Information gain (IG) was originally suggested in the context of a decision tree induction method for choosing which feature to branch on, but is also used extensively in feature selection [58]. For a feature $f$ and a set $S$ composed of positive and negative examples, the IG of $f$ is calculated as the change in information entropy $E$ when splitting $S$ into subsets $S_i$ according to their value of $f$:

$$IG(f, S) = E(S) - \sum_i E(S_i) \cdot \frac{|S_i|}{|S|}$$

where $E(S)$ stands for the information entropy in a set $S$. In our case, $f$ is an ESA concept, and we define the value of $f$ in each example to be the IR score of that example when $f$ is used as the query. Since such feature values are continuous, they must be discretized in order to split them into subsets and calculate IG. Following [41], the feature values are discretized
by calculating IG for every possible cutoff value, and using the best value as this feature’s IG. The complete utility calculation is described in function $U()$ in Figure 4.3. The function is generalized to calculate utility for a set of features as well, as some of our FS methods require.

We note that a feature that retrieves primarily negative examples is less useful for IR purposes. The scarcity of relevant documents and the random nature of non-relevant documents usually imply that very little information is expected to be added by such features. Our version of IG, shown as function IR-IG in Figure 4.3 and used by the utility function $U()$, takes that into account by negating the result value when more negative examples are retrieved than positive ones. Negating (rather than setting to zero) also proves useful in producing a value that is easy to sort by, in case we have to select the “least-worst” features. One may argue that features with a large negative value may better be used in a negation retrieval clause (NOT operator), but our experiments showed no added value in doing so, which is probably explained by the incidental and anecdotal nature of those features.

The resulting IG feature selection method is shown in Figure 4.4. The procedure returns the best performing query features as measured by their IG values, cutting off at the requested level ($\theta$).
Calculate the utility for the feature set in $\vec{F}$, by calculating how well it separates pseudo-positive examples $D_r$ from pseudo-negative examples $D_{nr}$

**Function** $U(\vec{F}, D_r, D_{nr})$

$m \leftarrow |D_r \cup D_{nr}|$

$\langle d_1, \ldots, d_m \rangle \leftarrow (D_r \cup D_{nr})$ sorted by their ranking in DOCSPASS-RETRIEVE($\vec{F}$)

$best \leftarrow \max_{i=1,m} \text{IR-IG}(D_r, D_{nr}, \{d_1,\ldots,d_i\}, \{d_{i+1},\ldots,d_m\})$

**Return** $best$

Calculate the information gained by splitting the examples in $D_r$ and $D_{nr}$ into the two subsets $S_{⊕}$ (predicted as relevant) and $S_{⊖}$ (predicted as non-relevant)

**Function** IR-IG($D_r, D_{nr}, S_{⊕}, S_{⊖}$)

$IG \leftarrow 1 - \frac{|S_{⊕}|}{|S_{⊕} \cup S_{⊖}|} \cdot \text{Entropy}(S_{⊕}) - \frac{|S_{⊖}|}{|S_{⊕} \cup S_{⊖}|} \cdot \text{Entropy}(S_{⊖})$

If $|D_r \cap S_{⊕}| < |D_{nr} \cap S_{⊕}|$

$IG \leftarrow -IG$

**Return** $IG$

Figure 4.3: Utility calculation for a set of concepts to be used in IR

Select a portion $\theta$ from the initial features $\vec{F}_q$, using positive examples set $D_r$ and negative examples set $D_{nr}$ to calculate IG for each feature

**Procedure** FEATURES-SELECT-IG($\vec{F}_q, D_r, D_{nr}, \theta$)

$\langle f_1, \ldots, f_{|\vec{F}_q|} \rangle \leftarrow \text{sort } \vec{F}_q \text{ by } U(\{f\}, D_r, D_{nr}) \text{ in descending order}$

**Return** $\{f_1, \ldots, f_{\lceil \theta \cdot |\vec{F}_q| \rceil}\}$

Figure 4.4: Selective ESA-based retrieval – IG selection method
4.2.2 Feature Selection using Incremental Information Gain

In the previous section, we described a selection method based on the IG value of each individual feature. In our case, however, these features are ultimately used as part of a complete set of query concepts, and dependency between the different features may imply that individual utility calculation is inaccurate. The Incremental Information Gain (IIG) method hypothesizes that feature utility would be better evaluated in the context of a full set of query features. Since examining all subsets of the initial feature set is exponential in the number of initial features and not computationally feasible, we perform a heuristic search in this space using our utility function $U$ as the heuristic function.

Filter original query features vector $\vec{F}_q$ by incrementally adding features that improve or sustain best retrieval IG-based utility (calculated using $D_r$ and $D_{nr}$). The parameter $\theta$ is ignored in this method.

Procedure Features-Select-IIG($\vec{F}_q$, $D_r$, $D_{nr}$, $\theta$)

1. Sort $\vec{F}_q$ by $U$($\{f\}$, $D_r$, $D_{nr}$) in descending order
2. Initialize $\mathcal{F}'_q$ as an empty set.
3. For $i$ from 1 to $|\vec{F}_q|$
   - If $U(\mathcal{F}'_q \cup \{f_i\}, D_r, D_{nr}) \geq U(\mathcal{F}'_q, D_r, D_{nr})$
     - Add $f_i$ to $\mathcal{F}'_q$
4. Return $\mathcal{F}'_q$

Figure 4.5: Selective ESA-Based Retrieval - IIG selection method using forward-selection

The IIG method builds the representation incrementally, using forward selection or backward elimination [27]. Features are first sorted by their individual IG value, and the candidate query set is an empty one (or the full one, for backward-elimination). Then, in each iteration a feature is added to the candidate set (or removed, for backward-elimination) if this step does not degrade\(^1\) current pseudo-relevance based performance. When all features have been evaluated, the algorithm terminates.

---

\(^1\)This condition implies that for forward-selection we will keep redundant features, whereas for backward-elimination we will remove them. We elaborate on this in the results section.
and returns the selected features. In addition to the advantage of evaluating the feature in the context of other features, this method also has the advantage of not requiring a predefined selection level, thus removing one parameter from the system.

Figure 4.5 shows the IIG selection method, when using forward-selection. For backward-elimination, the algorithm will begin with the full feature set, and in each iteration attempt to eliminate the lowest-performing feature, choosing to keep it if its removal harms performance.

4.2.3 Feature Selection using Rocchio’s Vector

In the two previously described FS methods, the set of candidate features were those generated for the query by the ESA feature generator, \( \vec{F}_q = ESA(\vec{q}, s) \). However, the extremely short queries (1-3 words in the datasets we used) may not suffice to generate and assign high weight to important concepts.

Consider query 415 in TREC-8, “drugs, Golden Triangle.” This query refers to an area in southeast Asia that is known for illicit opium production, but since no such single explicit concept existed in our ESA model, the query’s top concepts were related to other “golden triangle” meanings, and relevant topic-related concepts were not considered. Employing FS on the generated concepts was naturally not helpful, as the initial candidate set’s coverage was not sufficient.

Yet, our ESA model does include other features that could represent the correct “golden triangle” using other concepts, such as ILLEGAL DRUG TRADE, OPIUM, MYANMAR and LAOS (two countries located in this triangle). Such ESA concepts could be generated from texts discussing the correct query interpretation. Since the top retrieved documents for the keyword-based query are expected to be such texts, we may use them to try and compensate for the inaccurate query concepts. Hence, we would like to generate and use these concepts as additional concepts in the set of candidate features to be selected.

We thus propose a new FS method where the augmented set of candidate features is \( \vec{F}_q = ESA(\vec{q}, s) \cup \{ESA(\vec{d}, s) | \vec{d} \in D_r\} \). Now we need to evaluate and select features from this set. Using IG to evaluate how well each feature separates top-ranking documents from bottom-ranking ones.
is not sound, as the additional features were already taken from the top ranking documents. Instead, we will use the weights of each feature in each document in the sets of positive and negative examples, average these values into a combined weight and use the results to select features.

We calculate the features’ weights based on Rocchio’s algorithm for relevance feedback [43]. Each feature receives a weight that is the sum of its weights in the original query and in the positive example documents, and then its weights in the negative example documents are subtracted. Finally, the strongest features are kept and the rest discarded. The pseudocode for applying the RV method is provided in Figure 4.6.

4.3 Empirical Evaluation

This section describes experiments carried out using selective ESA-based retrieval with each of the selection methods, and a comparative analysis of the results.

4.3.1 Methodology

We continue using the experimental framework described in Section 3.3.1, and evaluate each suggested selection method with various system parameter settings. The following parameters have been fixed to a predefined value in all these experiments: \( s \), the concept vector cutoff, has been set to 50; and \( n \), the BOW retrieval depth for pseudo-relevance, has been set to the first 1000 results. The system parameters we will be experimenting with are \( k \), the
pseudo-relevant result set size, and $\theta$, the feature selection aggressiveness level (where applicable).

To further assess the value of feature selection in itself, we also experimented with a fourth, random method, which randomly selects a subset of features of the required size (as defined by $\theta$) from the original representation, regardless of the provided examples. We used this method to reject the hypothesis that an observed improvement in performance may solely or partly be attributed to the use of a smaller subset of the original features rather than the specific features selected.

### 4.3.2 IG Method Results

The IG method has two primary parameters: the number of pseudo-relevant examples ($k$) and the selection level ($\theta$). Figure 4.7 shows retrieval performance (averaged over all queries in each dataset) as a function of $\theta$ for several values of $k$, compared with a baseline that performs no FS at all. Both datasets show similar behavior, with FS performance consistently improving as selection level increases, peaking at $\theta = 20\%$ (which implies retaining 10 out of the initial 50 features). More aggressive selection is already damaging, probably as the result of removing useful features along with non-relevant ones.

Figure 4.8 shows the same experiment from a different perspective, with performance as a function of $k$ for several values of $\theta$. The number of examples used seems to influence performance less than selection level, except when too few examples are used ($k = 5$), resulting in insufficient information for IG to be reliable. Nevertheless, adding more and more examples degrades rather than improves performance. This may be attributed to the decrease in actual relevance of the pseudo-relevant examples, when taken from lower rank positions.

### 4.3.3 IIG Method Results

The IIG method requires only one parameter to be set, the size of the positive/negative example set ($k$). In addition, the algorithm may be run in forward-selection or in backward-elimination mode. Figure 4.9 shows retrieval results for different values of $k$ in both modes, compared with results of the initial baseline query.
Figure 4.7: Concept-based performance as a function of a fraction of the concepts selected ($\theta$), IG method

Figure 4.8: Concept-based performance as a function of the number of pseudo-relevant examples ($k$), IG method
In both datasets, the IIG method shows consistent improvement over the performance of the baseline. The results also show the forward-selection approach consistently outperforming the backward-elimination approach. One reason we found for this was the inherent filtering of redundant features in backward elimination. If a certain query has two highly informative but similar features, it is quite possible that each alone will be sufficient to perfectly separate the positive from negative examples. Then, backward elimination will eliminate one of them, as its removal does not degrade performance, although in a full corpus retrieval, that additional feature could have contributed to the query’s performance. This may also explain why the difference between forward selection and backward elimination is greatest when very few examples are used.

We also experimented with another variation of the IIG method, where the weights of each examined feature were recalculated in each iteration. In this version, the next feature to add will be the one to maximize the local value $U(F'_q \cup \{f\})$ rather than the global $U(\{f\})$ used in the algorithm described in Figure 4.5. Despite this version being more in line with common practice hill climbing implementations, it performed well below the global one. We suspect this is due to the inaccurate nature of the example documents, which increase the chance for local maxima.
4.3.4 RV Method Results

The RV method, like IG, requires setting two parameters, \( k \) and \( \theta \). Like the graphs in the previous sections, the graphs in Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show the impact of these parameters on the system’s performance. But whereas with the IG method the query reverts to the original query at \( \theta = 100\% \), this is not the case with the RV method. Even without any selection, the query changes as a result of adding the features generated from the positive example documents and of the reweighting step.

![Graph showing concept-based performance as a function of a fraction of the concepts selected (\( \theta \)), RV method.]

Figure 4.10: Concept-based performance as a function of a fraction of the concepts selected (\( \theta \)), RV method

Figure 4.10 shows that even without selection, performance is better than the baseline, and that the improvement generally increases with the selection level (except for the very high selection levels). Figure 4.11 shows that using a very small set of examples (\( k = 5 \)) yields poor results, with performance improving and stabilizing as more examples are provided. Once performance stabilizes, adding further examples does not seem to make much difference. The impact of FS is also clearly demonstrated, with the \( \theta = 100\% \) curve mostly lower than the highly selective curves.

4.3.5 Random Selection Results

We replaced the PRF-based selection process with a random one. A subset of the required size (determined by the parameter \( \theta \)) was randomly sampled from the initial query features set for each query, and retrieval results for these randomized concept-based queries were evaluated. This process was
Figure 4.11: Concept-based performance as a function of a fraction of the number of pseudo-relevant examples (k), RV method

then repeated 10 times (for each choice of \( \theta \)). The parameter \( k \) was irrelevant for these experiments, as the examples were not used in any way.

The results in Figure 4.12 show a continuous decrease in performance as more features are randomly removed from the initial set. This clearly indicates that the improvement shown by previous methods must be attributed to the specific set of features chosen, rather than just the act of using a smaller set of features.

4.3.6 Parameter Tuning through Training

All selection methods shown in this section rely on one or two system parameters, whose values may have a significant impact on system performance. These parameters can be tuned if a set of queries is provided with relevance judgments on result documents. We used a third dataset, TREC-7 [54], which shares the same corpus as TREC-8 and Robust-04 but has a different set of queries, to perform parameter tuning.

We operated the system on TREC-7 queries with the three proposed FS methods and varied the parameter value ranges. The resulting best performance values obtained were: for IG FS \( (k=10, \theta=30\%) \), for IIG FS \( (\text{forward-selection}, k=10) \) and for RV FS \( (k=35, \theta=20\%) \). All of these values fall well within the top performing value ranges (though not always the peak values) in TREC-8 and Robust-04. This result, coupled with the similarity of the system’s performance graphs over the TREC-8 and Robust-04 datasets, suggests that relatively consistent system behavior
can be expected, and ESA-based systems may be tuned on one set of queries and then used on other test sets.

4.4 Analysis

Having evaluated each of the suggested FS methods, let us examine the results in greater depth. We have demonstrated that feature selection on the query concept vector is effective in obtaining better retrieval results, and that this improvement is not the result of merely using a smaller set of concepts. Now let us compare the effectiveness of each method, in order to draw some general conclusions as to what scenario they may be best suited for.

The IG method exhibits good peak behavior, but it seems to be highly sensitive to the chosen selection level $\theta$. Tuning the system parameters using training data, if available, may significantly alleviate this problem, as shown by the tuning experiment we conducted.

The IIG forward-selection method appears to perform better than backward-elimination. This method requires tuning only a single parameter – the number of examples to be used. It would therefore be the preferred choice when no training data is available. Its performance, though, is slightly lower than IG, and it is still quite sensitive to the $k$ parameter value.

The RV method performs slightly worse than IG for small example set sizes, probably due to its overdependence on the quality of these examples (as they are a source of generating features, not just filtering harmful ones). For larger example sets (in our case, $k > 15$), it performs comparably to the IG method. In addition, the RV method appears to be more robust than the other two, in that it yields overall good results for a broader range of parameter settings, rather than a pinpointed peak, and therefore will depend less on accurate parameter tuning.

Let us now revisit the Estonian economy example from Section 3.3.3. The revised query, after being processed by the RV method (as an example), is:

- Economy of Estonia
- Monetary policy
- Estonia
- Euro
The noisy sports-related concepts that appeared in the initial features are now filtered out of the query, as they appear very rarely (if at all) in the concepts of both sets of positive and negative examples. Other concepts that may seem relevant at first, such as Estonia and Baltic Sea, are filtered out for being too broad, appearing frequently in the concepts of both example sets. Concepts that are highly relevant to Estonia’s economy, such as Economy of Estonia, Tiit Vähi and Eurozone, are retained in the top positions, while other relevant ones percolate upwards. In addition, the RV method also added Neoliberalism, an economy-related concept relevant to Estonia’s economy that was not included in the original query concepts but appeared frequently in the concepts of positive examples.

To summarize, Figure 4.13 shows the improvement over the baseline for the three methods for $\theta = 20\%$. On the basis of this figure, we can state that adding FS to ESA concept-based retrieval can significantly improve retrieval results, with improvement of up to 40% over the non-selective ESA baseline in both datasets.

Nevertheless, even with this significant improvement, retrieval performance still stands at just over 85% of our BOW baseline. We believe that an inherent bias in the evaluation methodology may contribute to this low measured performance, and we will elaborate on this issue in Section 7, but for now we want to find ways to further improve the result. In the following section we show how information already available to the system can be further leveraged to produce our final and best performing algorithm.
Figure 4.12: Performance of random selection method, averaged over 10 runs each

Figure 4.13: Best performing runs for all three FS methods
Chapter 5

Fused Selective ESA-Based Retrieval

A large body of research [13, 30, 50, 8] shows that combining (also known as ‘fusion’ of) retrieval methods may improve final results. Fusion of ranking approaches is known to achieve best results when the methods to be combined are substantially different in their approach [30]. With the significant difference between BOW and ESA representations, we expect that combining them will also yield better results. This idea is further reinforced by the findings of [16] in applying ESA to text categorization, which showed that augmenting the BOW representation with ESA concepts outperforms each individual representation alone.

5.1 Fused Selective ESA-Based Retrieval Algorithm

A survey of combining approaches can be found in [8]. In our study we use the simple, widely used model of Linear Combination [50], where document scores are weighted sums of the scores assigned by the individual retrieval methods to be fused, with weighting determined using training data. Before summing, document scores are normalized to account for the different ranges in score values, as suggested by [30].

Once both retrieval results (concept-based and keyword-based) are normalized, document scores are then weighted and summed using the weight factor $w$, provided as an additional parameter. The pseudocode for this algorithm is described in Figure 5.1. The value for this parameter can be obtained using parameter tuning on a dataset with relevance judgments.
Retrieve ESA concept-based results fused with BOW keyword-based results for query \( \vec{q} \),
cutoff concept vector at \( s \) and select using \( k \) pseudo-relevant examples, all retrieval
is to depth \( n \). Scores are a weighted sum using the parameter \( w \) as the weight.

**Procedure** Fused-Selective-ESA-Retrieval(\( \vec{q}, s, k, n, w \))

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathcal{B} & \leftarrow \text{BOW-Retrieval}(\vec{q}, n) \\
\mathcal{E} & \leftarrow \text{Selective-ESA-Retrieval}(\vec{q}, s, k, n) \\
\mathcal{D} & \leftarrow \mathcal{B} \cup \mathcal{E}
\end{align*}
\]
#calculate normalized score in both retrieval modes (zero if not retrieved)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{normScoreBOW}(d) & \leftarrow \frac{\text{score}(d, \mathcal{B}) - \min_{b \in \mathcal{B}}(\text{score}(b, \mathcal{B}))}{\max_{b \in \mathcal{B}}(\text{score}(b, \mathcal{B})) - \min_{b \in \mathcal{B}}(\text{score}(b, \mathcal{B}))} \\
\text{normScoreESA}(d) & \leftarrow \frac{\text{score}(d, \mathcal{E}) - \min_{e \in \mathcal{E}}(\text{score}(e, \mathcal{E}))}{\max_{e \in \mathcal{E}}(\text{score}(e, \mathcal{E})) - \min_{e \in \mathcal{E}}(\text{score}(e, \mathcal{E}))}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\text{score}(d) \leftarrow w \cdot \text{normScoreESA}(d) + (1 - w) \cdot \text{normScoreBOW}(d)
\]

\[
\langle d_1, d_2, \ldots, d_D \rangle \leftarrow \text{sort} \ \mathcal{D} \text{ by } \text{score}(d) \text{ in descending order}
\]

**Figure 5.1:** Fused selective ESA-based retrieval – the Morag algorithm

### 5.2 The Morag System

Let us now recap the entire resulting system, which we named Morag\(^1\), as illustrated in Figure 5.2. First, an ESA model is built from Wikipedia or another source, as described in [17]. During the indexing stage, Morag indexes the corpus in both BOW and ESA representations. Then, at retrieval time, the BOW query is submitted; its results are kept for the fusion phase and also fed into the FS module, together with the ESA query representation. After FS is complete, the resulting features are used to perform a concept-based retrieval, and the results of the concept-based and keyword-based retrieval runs are fused to produce the final Morag results.

Note that in our implementation of Morag we have used the same BOW subsystem for both purposes: generating pseudo-relevant examples, and fusion to concept-based results. However, other implementations using different BOW retrieval systems for each of these purposes are also possible.

\(^1\)Morag is the Hebrew word for flail, an agricultural tool used to separate grain from chaff.
5.3 Empirical Evaluation

We ran a set of experiments to evaluate the performance of the Morag system, and to analyze its robustness and further potential.

In addition, we evaluated Morag in combination with and in comparison to top performing systems in TREC-8. As [3] recently pointed out, it is not sufficient for IR researchers to show improvement over their own baseline, rather they should strive to show that their method can improve over systems that are already highly effective. We will show that our method is indeed capable of doing that.

5.3.1 Methodology

The experimental methodology generally follows that of the previous section. Specifically, in this algorithm, we also need to tune the value for the parameter \( w \). We used the TREC-7 dataset for this purpose too, selecting the parameter value that maximized the performance of Morag on TREC-7, which was found to be \( w = 0.5 \) for the combination of ESA and Xapian BOW.
Table 5.1: Performance of MORAG using tuned parameter values and optimal parameter values. Improvement percentage over baseline is shown in parentheses next to each result.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>MORAG – IG tuned</th>
<th>MORAG – IIG tuned</th>
<th>MORAG – RV tuned</th>
<th>MORAG optimal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TREC-8</td>
<td>0.2481</td>
<td>0.2864(+15.4%)</td>
<td>0.2734(+10.2%)</td>
<td>0.2888(+16.4%)</td>
<td>0.2947(+18.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robust-04</td>
<td>0.2622</td>
<td>0.2914(+11.1%)</td>
<td>0.2923(+11.5%)</td>
<td>0.2879(+9.8%)</td>
<td>0.3010(+14.8%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.3: MORAG performance as a function of a fraction of the number of pseudo-relevant examples (k), all methods

5.3.2 Morag Results

Table 5.1 shows results for both TREC-8 and Robust-04 datasets for all three FS methods, with parameters tuned on the TREC-7 dataset. The last column shows the system’s performance with optimal choice of parameters, as an indicator of what further improvement can be achieved by better parameter tuning.

The results show an impressive improvement over the BOW baseline, for all FS methods. Parameter tuning yields reasonable results: 55%-85% of the optimal performance. We checked the statistical significance of the results using a paired two-tailed t-test, and all the results were significant at \( p > 0.95 \).

Figure 5.3 compares performance for the different selection methods in MORAG, for various values of the parameter \( k \), assuming that the parameter \( \theta \) is easier to optimize due to its peak behavior (or its irrelevance for IIG). The results show the RV method achieves best results, for sufficiently large values of \( k \).

Figure 5.4 shows results for one specific choice of selection method and level, comparing the performance of the fused system with that of its components. The graph demonstrates how fusion with ESA-based results improves the system’s performance.
Figure 5.4: Comparison of fused results with results of each fused subsystem on its own (for a single choice of FS method and selection level)

formance by an increment that is correlated with the ESA system’s performance, as expected. Note that despite the relatively low performance of the ESA run, fusion still yields good improvement. Similar behavior is also observed for the other methods and selection level values.

5.3.3 Fusion with Alternative BOW Subsystems

The previous experiments were carried out using our choice of an experimental BOW system (Xapian). However, since MORAG is modular, it can be used with any other BOW component, and we were interested in assessing the system’s robustness over different (and better performing) BOW systems.

We used two additional effective and common retrieval approaches implemented in the Lemur toolkit\(^2\): a TF.IDF-weighted vector space model with pseudo relevance feedback (we denote this run FB-TFIDF), and a language model based on KL-divergence using Dirichlet prior smoothing (denoted LM-KL-DIR). We used the “out of the box” Lemur implementations with default parameter values, and set the MORAG-specific parameters for these systems by parameter tuning on TREC-7.

In addition, we wanted to use systems that achieved the highest results in the original TREC runs. Normally, such experimentation is not feasible, since these systems (or their exact detailed implementation) are usually not available, and evaluations of this kind are not common in IR. However, since MORAG performs fusion on the result-set level (rather than change the core ranking functions), such comparisons are possible in our case using only the target systems’ output. TREC provides access to past participants’ raw results, and we used this data as additional BOW systems.

\(^2\)http://www.lemurproject.org/
When determining which TREC systems are best to compare with, we searched for those that employed standard BOW approaches, were among the top performing on the evaluated datasets, and that participated in TREC-7 (with no major internal changes) so that we could also perform parameter tuning using their TREC-7 results. We could not find candidates in the Robust-04 dataset that were good enough for this comparison; hence, we will show results only on the TREC-8 dataset.

Note that the BOW system is used twice in Morag – once as a source for PRF, and once for fusing the results. However, since relevance feedback in Morag is passage-based, and the system outputs we had access to were document-based results, we still had to use our own BOW baseline for the PRF stage.

We used BOW results from the Okapi [42], PIRCS [29] and AT&T [46] teams, which were 3 of the top performing systems of TREC-8 participants using short queries. The Okapi and AT&T teams augmented standard BOW retrieval with extensive query expansion methods based on PRF, while the PIRCS team used a system that combined different BOW retrieval models (probabilistic and language modeling). As stated earlier, our relevance feedback utilized Xapian passage-based results for all runs, and the ESA FS method used in these experiments was IG. All three teams stated in their publications that their system was virtually the same as that used in TREC-7; hence we take the parameter tuning on TREC-7 to be valid for these systems as well.

Table 5.2 shows the improvement gained by using each of these systems as the BOW component in Morag. The third column shows results when fusing with tuned parameter values as described above, while the fourth column shows results for optimal parameter values. We evaluated these results for statistical significance as well, and significant results are marked in boldface.

These results demonstrate that improvement can also be achieved with top performing BOW systems, although the added value of the fusion was lower in those cases. This is understandable, given the current relatively low performance of ESA retrieval alone, and considering that successful fusion is known to require the fused systems to have comparable performance levels [8].

### 5.3.4 Comparison to Fusion of BOW Systems

Fusing results from two retrieval systems is known to be a potential source of improvement in itself [8], regardless of the underlying text representations. To assess the true contribution of ESA concepts to the results shown thus far, we wanted to measure what portion of the improvement gained by Morag can be attributed solely to the act of fusing results. To do so, we compared the improvement attained by Morag with that attained by fusing the baseline BOW results with results of another BOW system whose measured performance is similar to that of our concept-based retrieval subsystem.
Table 5.2: TREC-8 results for Morag with several BOW baselines, using tuned parameter values and optimal parameter values. Improvement percentage is provided in parentheses. Statistically significant results are marked in boldface.

We compared optimal results for Morag with optimal-w results of fusion with several other TREC-8 participants who applied the BOW approach and used short queries: RMIT [14], ACSys [24] and INQUERY [1]. These three system runs had a comparable or slightly higher MAP score than our ESA-based run, and fusing them with each of the BOW systems in the table provides an indication of the value of fusion itself. We used optimal rather than tuned w values, since only one of these participant groups (INQUERY) stated that no changes were made between TREC-7 and TREC-8, and hence training on TREC-7 was not sound.

Table 5.3 shows the results of these experiments. For comparison, the last column lists the optimal Morag improvements again. The obtained results are much poorer than Morag’s and most are not statistically significant, despite being produced by fusion with systems that perform slightly better than our ESA retrieval method. This indicates that the improvement in the previous section cannot be attributed solely to fusion, and demonstrates the added value in the concept-based retrieval component of Morag. This finding is also in line with [30], who posited that combining retrieval approaches works best when the representation and weighting schemes differ significantly.

5.3.5 Additional Measures and Analysis

We have shown in the previous sections that fusion with ESA concept-based retrieval produces better results than fusing with BOW systems. We now try to better understand why this is so.

Table 5.4 shows additional IR measures for several of the tested BOW systems, listing measured values for the baseline run of each system (first line), for the Morag run using that system (second line) and for a run that fuses with another
Table 5.3: Comparison of Morag TREC-8 results (optimal parameter values) with TREC-8 results of BOW-BOW fusion (optimal $w$ values).
Statistically significant results are in boldface.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BOW system</th>
<th>$+RMIT$ (MAP=0.2236)</th>
<th>$+ACSys$ (MAP=0.2309)</th>
<th>$+INQUERY$ (MAP=0.2325)</th>
<th>Morag (MAP=0.2223)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Xapian</td>
<td>0.2524 (+1.7%)</td>
<td>0.2569 (+3.5%)</td>
<td>0.2586 (+4.2%)</td>
<td>0.2947 (+18.8%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okapi</td>
<td>0.2921 (+4.8%)</td>
<td>0.2882 (+3.4%)</td>
<td>0.2903 (+4.1%)</td>
<td>0.3065 (+10.0%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT&amp;T</td>
<td>0.2943 (+3.2%)</td>
<td>0.2933 (+2.8%)</td>
<td>0.2897 (+1.5%)</td>
<td>0.3096 (+8.5%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIRCS</td>
<td>0.3086 (+0.8%)</td>
<td>0.3068 (+0.1%)</td>
<td>0.3075 (+0.4%)</td>
<td>0.3239 (+5.7%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examining the “P@5”, “P@10” and “relevant retrieved” columns, we observe that the improvement in MAP demonstrated by Morag is not to be attributed primarily to an improvement mainly in recall or mainly in precision - both measures are substantially improved. To further assess the improvement in recall we have also measured the overlap in relevant documents retrieved between each pair of fused systems (“overlap of relevant” column). Little overlap between the systems means that there is more chance that each system contributes new relevant documents to the pool, thus higher chances for higher overall recall. However, the Lemur fusion run (LM-KL-DIR w/FB-TFIDF), where 2922 of the final 3124 relevant documents are shared between the two fused runs and yet the overall recall is higher than Morag’s and nevertheless the final MAP is lower, demonstrates that other factors need to be examined to get the full picture.

The “non-rel retrieved” column measures the number of documents retrieved by each system, that were judged by TREC assessors to be not relevant for the dataset’s queries. The results in this column indicate that Morag consistently reduces the number of non-relevant documents retrieved, whereas the BOW fusion usually increases this number. This can be explained by the different ranking approach taken by a concept-based method: many non-relevant documents retrieved by a keyword-based approach may include the query terms in a high frequency but are not related to the query. Other keyword-based systems, ranking by similar principles, are likely to rank these documents high as well and reinforce these false positives, whereas a concept-based approach, ranking by conceptual similarity, is more likely to rank them low. This hypothesis is further reinforced by the “overlap of non-rel” column, where we explicitly quantify this overlap.

If we now revisit the Lemur fusion run, we’ll notice that the two fused Lemur
methods have not only a high overlap in relevant documents, but also a significantly high overlap in non-relevant documents. Such a high overlap implies that non-relevant documents are reinforced too, thus hurting the overall precision despite the substantial improvement in recall. This low result is despite the fact that the fused systems perform well individually and use quite different ranking approaches.

Finally, we point at a third group of documents worth examining – the unjudged documents. The “pooling” method used in the TREC methodology [55] implies that only a small fraction of the corpus is evaluated for relevance by the human assessors, and any unjudged documents are then assumed to be non-relevant. This approach was found to work well when comparing the relative performance of IR systems. However, research has shown that the use of pooling could discriminate against a new method that is based on novel principles [61], and it has been recommended that researchers consider the number of unjudged documents being fetched as an indication that performance is probably being underestimated. Following this recommendation, we found that our concept-based runs retrieved almost 40% more unjudged documents than an average BOW system (about 35000 documents compared to about 25000 in the evaluated BOW systems). Hence, there is reason to suspect that the true performance of MORAG may be even higher than the reported results, since some of these unjudged documents may well be relevant documents that could not be detected by any of the previous BOW approaches.

5.3.6 The Impact of Using More Relevant Examples

In this research, we have used the top and bottom ranked documents (in BOW retrieval) as positive and negative examples in the feature selection process. Naturally, these pseudo-relevant examples are a practical compromise, as they are assumed to be relevant (or non-relevant) but may not be so in practice. Ideally, we would prefer to use only documents indicated as relevant or non-relevant by the user. In considering this compromise, we were interested in learning more about the possible improvement to be gained by using better examples, and conducted additional experiments relying on TREC’s human relevance judgments as “oracle” knowledge.

The retrieval process in these experiments was similar to that described in Section 4, except for the choosing of positive examples, for which we added a step of iterating through the top retrieved documents and selecting only those marked as relevant for this query in the TREC relevance judgments. Thus, the k positive examples were chosen from a larger subset of top documents, and were guaranteed to be relevant. Negative examples are chosen as before, since relevant documents are very unlikely to appear in the bottom-ranked documents, and it is even less likely that the bottom ranked documents will be judged at all. We then compare the results with those using standard pseudo-relevant positive examples.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOW system</th>
<th>MAP</th>
<th>P@5</th>
<th>P@10</th>
<th>relevant retrieved</th>
<th>overlap of relevant</th>
<th>non-rel retrieved</th>
<th>overlap of non-rel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Xapian w/Morag</td>
<td>0.2481</td>
<td>0.484</td>
<td>0.472</td>
<td>2735</td>
<td>20106</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(+15.4%)</td>
<td>(+14.0%)</td>
<td>(+1.3%)</td>
<td>(+12.0%)</td>
<td>(-3.5%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/inq601</td>
<td>0.2586</td>
<td>0.484</td>
<td>0.462</td>
<td>2907</td>
<td>2299</td>
<td>21436</td>
<td>15180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(+4.2%)</td>
<td>(0.0%)</td>
<td>(-2.1%)</td>
<td>(+6.3%)</td>
<td>(+6.6%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okapi w/Morag</td>
<td>0.2787</td>
<td>0.552</td>
<td>0.488</td>
<td>3013</td>
<td>21271</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(+9.1%)</td>
<td>(+5.1%)</td>
<td>(+7.0%)</td>
<td>(+5.1%)</td>
<td>(-4.0%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/RMIT</td>
<td>0.2921</td>
<td>0.536</td>
<td>0.474</td>
<td>3095</td>
<td>2370</td>
<td>22878</td>
<td>13790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(+4.8%)</td>
<td>(-2.9%)</td>
<td>(-9.2%)</td>
<td>(-2.3%)</td>
<td>(+12.1%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM-KL-DIR w/Morag</td>
<td>0.2498</td>
<td>0.468</td>
<td>0.442</td>
<td>2857</td>
<td>22048</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(+15.2%)</td>
<td>(+17.9%)</td>
<td>(+14.4%)</td>
<td>(+8.1%)</td>
<td>(-6.8%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/FB-TFIDF</td>
<td>0.2717</td>
<td>0.488</td>
<td>0.444</td>
<td>3124</td>
<td>2922</td>
<td>22450</td>
<td>17012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(+8.8%)</td>
<td>(+4.3%)</td>
<td>(+0.5%)</td>
<td>(+9.3%)</td>
<td>(+1.8%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4: Additional IR evaluation measures for TREC-8 results using several BOW baselines. BOW systems are fused with concept-based retrieval (using Morag) and with another BOW system for comparison.
Figure 5.5 shows results for the TREC-8 dataset using the IG FS method, with and without “oracle” relevance knowledge in choosing positive examples. The results indicate that using verified relevant documents as positive examples indeed improves performance by about 10%-15%. In addition, using more examples does not degrade performance as it did with pseudo-relevant examples (see, for example, Figure 4.8), reinforcing our earlier assumption that the decrease in performance was due to the decreasing relevance of lower ranking documents. This result implies that there is value in more refined methods of choosing pseudo-relevant examples, which could be the subject of future work.

5.3.7 Estimating Optimal FS Performance

The ESA-based performance was shown in Section 4.3 to depend directly on the choice of subset: a better selection process yielded better performance. It will be safe to assume that further research could derive even better FS methods than those described, and consequently better overall performance. We believe, therefore, that it would be worthwhile to estimate how much further improvement can be expected by employing Morag with better feature selection methods.

In this final experiment, we iterated across all possible subsets of each query’s initial features, and instead of using the described FS methods, we evaluated the subsets with relevance (“oracle”) knowledge to find the one that gives optimal performance. Naturally, this process cannot be applied in a real-life scenario, but its results indicate the improvement that might be gained through better feature selection. Due to computation limitations, we only evaluated subsets of size $\leq 3$ out of initial 50 generated features, and subsets of size $\leq 4$ of initial 20 generated features.

Table 5.5 shows the results of these experiments. As expected, the performance of the resulting ESA queries was high, and at MAP of 0.3189 was even higher than the top keyword-based system we compared to (and far higher than the current optimal ESA-only result of 0.2223). Furthermore, fusing these results with BOW systems in Morag yielded far better results, with improvements in performance of up to almost 50%.

In addition, comparing the performance of the two experiments (best 4 out of 20 initial features and best 3 out of 50) shows that selecting out of a larger pool of features worked better despite fewer features being selected. This result indicates that if superior feature selection capability is available, it would be preferable to select from a longer prefix of the ESA concept vector. Note that a result for subsets of size $\leq 4$ out of 20 features is an upper bound for subsets of size $\leq 3$ out of 20, and thus this finding is valid even though the subset sizes were not identical. For some queries the optimal subset indeed was a smaller set, occasionally even a single feature, which indicates that using a uniform selection level parameter ($\theta$) is not
Table 5.5: TREC-8 results with several BOW baselines, using optimal ("oracle") concept subset selection. All results were statistically significant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOW system</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>Morag(optimal4/20) (MAP=0.2947)</th>
<th>Morag(optimal3/50) (MAP=0.3189)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Xapian</td>
<td>0.2481</td>
<td>0.3322(+33.9%)</td>
<td>0.3692(+48.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okapi</td>
<td>0.2787</td>
<td>0.3406(+22.2%)</td>
<td>0.3714(+33.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT&amp;T</td>
<td>0.2853</td>
<td>0.3475(+21.8%)</td>
<td>0.3673(+28.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIRCS</td>
<td>0.3063</td>
<td>0.3568(+16.5%)</td>
<td>0.3792(+23.8%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

an optimal strategy. Future work may investigate methods that utilize a per-query selection level, possibly using ideas such as query clarity [9].
Figure 5.5: Concept-based performance (IG FS) using pseudo-relevant examples versus true relevant examples
Chapter 6

Related Work

Early approaches to concept-based IR attempted to leverage pre-existing conceptual thesauri such as Wordnet [35] for concept representation. Wordnet’s synsets, like ESA concepts, represent real-life semantic human concepts and provide an intuitive, natural representation. Unlike ESA, the mapping method was not automatically generated by leveraging an existing resource, but rather by manual assignment of terms to synsets by Wordnet’s editors. For example, in the Estonia-related example query, Wordnet’s editors provided the synonymous “Esthonia” form for “Estonia,” and “economic system” or “ thriftiness” equivalents for the different meanings of “economy.” Using such synonyms may assist recall to some limited extent, but it is clear that the “ thriftiness” sense is not the intended one for the query, and using it would cause the retrieval to drift away, degrading system performance. Previous research has indeed shown the inconsistent improvement with this approach [52], which is successful only when applied manually [20] or augmented by other sources [34].

A major drawback of manually mapping words to concepts is the great effort invested in achieving good coverage of the domain language. Some researchers chose to overcome this obstacle by turning to automatic construction of a thesaurus from the target corpus itself, somewhat similar to the automatic construction of an ESA model from an external knowledge base (e.g., Wikipedia). [40] described a method for extracting a similarity thesaurus based on co-occurrence in the target corpus, thus obtaining more relevant concepts based on implicit domain knowledge, and yielding effective improvement. Another variant method combining the two approaches was suggested in [60], where a predefined dictionary of concepts was augmented with similar terms co-occurring in the corpus. Creating such co-occurrence resources is a computationally expensive process for large corpora, and one that needs to be constantly repeated for very dynamic corpora (such as the Web). With ESA-based concept representation the case is different, as the ESA
feature generator is built once, regardless of the actual corpus used and of corpus changes.

Another automated approach used document ontologies as a source for concept representation. One example, KeyConcept [19], is a retrieval system that maps documents to a limited subset of the concepts represented in the Open Directory Project\(^1\) (ODP), using documents categorized to those concepts as training data for concept classifiers, and conducting search on the augmented text/concept representation. The use of ODP as a source for concept representation and automatic mapping has some parallels with our ESA approach, in particular when considering that ESA was implemented over ODP data as well [16]. However, the use of a limited concept ontology in KeyConcept resulted in a classifier that was not powerful enough to accurately classify the (short) queries. Thus query concepts were not automatically generated (as in this research) but had to be manually assigned by KeyConcept users. [6] describe another ontology-based approach, one that makes use of more formal semantic structures and queries, and combines semantic search with keyword-based retrieval to compensate for the knowledge base incompleteness. As with KeyConcept, this paper also assumes that semantic queries are created by the system user. The system was not evaluated on common IR benchmarks or against state-of-the-art IR systems.

Representing texts using concepts that are words, or explicit syntactic/semantic classes (such as Wordnet’s synsets or ODP nodes), has the benefit of producing concepts that are human-readable, easy to analyze and reason about, and can be displayed to a user of such a system. ESA concepts, too, are based on human-defined natural concepts, as the example concept names throughout this paper show. Yet concepts may also be defined using latent semantics, with possibly broader concept coverage. By analyzing the latent relationships between terms in the target corpus, methods such as Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [10] can project the term space to a reduced-dimensions concept space, shared by documents and queries, and thus be applied successfully to the IR task [11, 25]. Like generating an ESA model or a co-occurrence thesaurus, generating an LSI model for a large corpus involves heavy computation. Unlike ESA, though, the generated LSI model is corpus-dependent, hence requiring the generation process to be repeated when the corpus changes or when a different corpus is used. In addition, the non-explicit nature of resulting concepts makes LSI difficult to tune and reason about [11].

More recent dimensionality reduction methods applied to IR have included Topic Models approaches [59] such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation [56] and the Pachinko Allocation Model [31].

All previously mentioned methods, including the one described in this paper, apply concept-based analysis to both the indexing and the retrieval stages of IR.

\(^1\)http://dmoz.org
There also exists a large body of research applied to using concepts and ontologies in the retrieval stage only. Concept-based query expansion methods have been implemented using corpus-based similarity thesauri [40], domain-specific knowledge sources [33], or an ontology derived from Web sources such as Wikipedia [36]. But methods based on query expansion, in addition to the aforementioned representation-related issues, are also vulnerable to expansion-specific problems such as query drift and sensitivity to parameter tuning [4].
Chapter 7

Conclusion

We have presented a novel approach to concept-based IR using ESA as a representation method, introducing a feature selection component that is based on pseudo-relevance feedback. We have evaluated the proposed algorithms experimentally and demonstrated their improved performance. We have also estimated the potential for further improving the results of this approach, and outlined several insights in this regard that can guide future work.

Concept-based IR using ESA makes use of concepts that encompass human world knowledge, encoded into resources such as Wikipedia (from which an ESA model is generated), and that allow intuitive reasoning and analysis. Feature selection is applied to the query concepts to optimize the representation and remove noise and ambiguity. The results obtained by our proposed system (MORAG) are significantly better than the baselines used, including those of top performing systems in TREC-8. Analysis of the results shows that improving the performance of the FS component is possible and will directly lead to even better results. In future work we plan to optimize the documents’ representation as well, by leveraging recent work on compact ESA representations [32].

We believe the results we have shown in Section 5.3, coupled with the potential improvement demonstrated there, position ESA and the MORAG framework as promising steps on the road to semantic retrieval solutions. Our work may provide both a leap in retrieval relevance and a potential shift in the IR paradigm, to one that is capable of manipulating human concepts rather than keywords only.
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ג'ון פאר

-$\neg$
במהך ה-ESA, ניסיון שני חל錿 במיפוי מסמך בים המايا.
הכ⪟ץיר ⪡מתקד⪶ר

rium הרחוב מידוע ששמי לוב שמיים במלת פאדת המיתרת כי_land הלאור מקסימום.
rium המבוסס על מיפת פאדת עליל הכטיר המכותרת שמיים שעומך של מי裔.
כחב מסמכים פאתיים בנושאים שלכית - מקס"ל הтратים חלקי משיקש ראש
יתומים וערכים אמירת עשיר לברט שמיים האמתית תורת. "גד" בורס, מייל.
يوم משלים חולם חidebar רכיבים לברט מקס"ל מקס"ל שלא אומרים מחכים בין שמיים
והכ⪶ץיר מตน חidebar עשיר לברט מחכים בין שמיים קארטיאיון של שלך מקס"ל.
יאר רכיבים בחרים על עשיר לברט מחכים בין שמיים קארטיאיון של שלך מקס"ל.
שלים ג NSS, שך הידע ארץ כי_land הלאור מתמשך עד שמיים קארטיאיון של שלך מקס"ל.
מקס"ל מבנים בניוני שמיים קארטיאיוןשלים ג NSS, שך הידע ארץ כי_land הלאור מתמשך עד שמיים קארטיאיון של שלך מקס"ל.
שלים ג NSS, שך הידע ארץ כי_land הלאור מתמשך עד שמיים קארטיאיון של שלך מקס"ל.
שלים ג NSS, שך הידע ארץ כי_land הלאור מתמשך עד שמיים קארטיאיון של שלך מקס"ל.
שלים ג NSS, שך הידע ארץ כי_land הלאור מתמשך עד שמיים קארטיאיון של שלך מקס"ל.
שלים ג NSS, שך הידע ארץ כי_land הלאור מתמשך עד שמיים קארטיאיון של שלך מקס"ל.
שלים ג NSS, שך הידע ארץ כי_land הלאור מתמשך עד שמיים קארטיאיון של שלך מקס"ל.
שלים ג NSS, שך הידע ארץ כי_land הלאור מתמשך עד שמיים קארטיאיון של שלך מקס"ל.
שלים ג NSS, שך הידע ארץ כי_land הלאור מתמשך עד שמיים קארטיאיון של שלך מקס"ל.
שלים ג NSS, שך הידע ארץ כי_land הלאור מתמשך עד שמיים קארטיאיון של שלך מקס"ל.
שלים ג NSS, שך הידע ארץ כי_land הלאור מתמשך עד שמיים קארטיאיון של שלך מקס"ל.
שלים ג NSS, שך הידע ארץ כי_land הלאור מתמשך עד שמיים קארטיאיון של שלך מקס"ל.
שלים ג NSS, שך הידע ארץ כי_land הלאור מתמשך עד שמיים קארטיאיון של שלך מקס"ל.
שלים ג NSS, שך הידע ארץ כי_land הלאור מתמשך עד שמיים קארטיאיון של שלך מקס"ל.
שלים ג NSS, שך הידע ארץ כי_land הלאור מתמשך עד שמיים קארטיאיון של שלך מקס"ל.
שלים ג NSS, שך הידע ארץ כי_land הלאור מתמשך עד שמיים קארטיאיון של שלך מקס"ל.
שלים ג NSS, שך הידע ארץ כי_land הלאור מתמשך עד שמיים קארטיאיון של שלך מקס"ל.
שלים ג NSS, שך הידע ארץ כי_land הלאור מתמשך עד שמיים קארטיאיון של שלך מקס"ל.
שלים ג NSS, שך הידע ארץ כי_land הלאור מתמשך עד שמיים קארטיאיון של שלך מקס"ל.
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